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Remove seat, tank cover, windscreen and headlight. �
Attach the relay with the provided adhesive strip on �
the left in the headlight cowl (Photo 1). 

 
Bring the yellow cable to the parking light cable and �
connect it with the provided adapter to grey/black �
cable and shorten to suitable length (Photo 2).  

Bring the switch to the handlebar and install it
at the left side directly beside the existing switch
with the provided clamp,  two screws LiKo 
M4x10 and two nuts M4. Adjust the switch position 
so that it can be flipped vertically. (Photo 3) 
Bring the brown cable to negative pole of the battery. 
Shorten to suitable length and attach the cable to the 
round adapter eye. Do not connect yet.
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Do all electrical work with ignition �
switched off and battery disconnected!!  

Parts included:
1x auxiliary foglight including cables and relay 
1x bracket for auxiliary foglight 
1x bolt hex M5x10 LiKo 
2x bolt hex M5x45 LiKo 
4x washer for M5 
4x washer for M6 

2x bolt hex M6x10 LiKo 
2x bolt hex M6x14 LiKo 
1x spacer roll of 10.5.07 
1x spacer roll of 10.5.19 
1x spacer roll of 10.5.24 
1x adapter ring eye 6.5 
1x adapter flat pin 
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Pull the red and blue cables to the right side of the upper 
covering. Install tank cover, side panels and headlight again. 
Bolt the fog headlight to the mounting plate with the two LiKo 
M6x14 bolts and washers. Bolt the fog headlight bracket to the 
right blinker mount with 2x LiKo M5x45, 1x LiKo M5x25 and 
the spacer rolls (24 in the back, 07 center, 19 in front). Bolt in 
the original screen screw connections (fig. 5). 
Reattach screen with the LiKo M6x10 and washers. 

.

 Shorten the blue and red cable to correct lengths and pull 
them through the two paths planned for them to the lower 
part of the foglight rear cover. Attach the provided flat pins 
to the cables. Plug the blue cable into the foglight on the 
outside right.  This is the ground wire.
Attach the red cable directly at the light. Bring the cover over 
the foglight. Attach the battery and the ground wire of the 
foglight. With parking light on the foglight should be able to 
be switched on now. Align the foglight and tighten all bolts. 
Screw the headlights onto the screen with the LiKo M6x10. 

Pay attention that the cables cannot be severed or squeezed
and are routed so that parts do not overheat. Secure all cables 
with cable straps, install tank cover and seat. The auxiliary 
headlight can be aligned by easily shifting it in the slotted hole 
in the mount. 
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When assembling two 
fog headlights you need 
only one relay. 
The assembly of the left 
side is identical to the right. 
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